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Almost continuously since 1967, multiple companies have published Star Trek comic books with varying
degrees of success. These companies include Gold Key Comics, Marvel Comics, DC Comics, Malibu
Comics, Wildstorm, and IDW Publishing. Star Trek: Enterprise is the only Trek TV series that has not been
adapted in comic book form.
Star Trek (comics) - Wikipedia
Star Trek - The Complete Collection (1967-2002). Star Trek comics were published under a licensing
agreement with Paramount Pictures under a wide variety of top publishers - Western (Gold Label), Marvel,
DC, Malibu and Wildstorm. Revisit and relive your favorite Star Trek comic books. Our collection includes all
issues from 1967 to 2002, every annual, all articles and every single advertisement.
Amazon.com: Star Trek: The Complete Comic Book Collection
The Star Trek film series is the cinematic branch of the Star Trek media franchise, which began in 1966 as a
weekly television series on NBC, running for three seasons until it was canceled in 1969 because of poor
ratings.Reruns of the series proved to be wildly successful in syndication during the 1970s, which persuaded
the series' then-owner, Paramount Pictures, to expand the franchise.
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